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BASIC COURSE INFORMATION 
 

COURSE NUMBER: VFP 301 
 
COURSE TITLE:  Lighting for Production 1 
 
I. MAJOR INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: 

 
Objective A Understand the basic attributes of common production lighting 
 A-1. Identify full comprehension of color temperature 
 A-2. Be able to identify different types of production lighting equipment 
 A-3. Understand quality and intensity of production lights 
Objective B Demonstrate the ability to configure a traditional three point lighting 

technique 
 B-1. Understand the situations in which three point lighting is utilized. 
 B-2. Be able to set up three point lighting in multiple locations 
 B-3. Identify the functions of the key, fill, and back light.  
Objective C Demonstrate proper use and technique while working with a variety of 

lighting instruments  
 C-1. Be able to diagram and configure a lighting scheme 
 C-2. Understand the use of diffusion, dimmers, gobo, scrims, etc. 
 C-3. Be able to create mood and tone with different lighting packages 
Objective D Demonstrate the ability to light a multi-location video/film scene 
 D-1. Understand and comprehend how light should be used to shape the 

scene 
 D-2. Be able to properly light a character both indoors and outdoors 
 D-3. Demonstrate problem solving on set 
 

II. CLASS PARTICIPATION: 
 

Students are expected to attend class and participate actively and in a positive way. 
Questions and relevant observations are encouraged and enrich the experience of the 
entire class. Computers in the classrooms are intended to be used as tools to enhance the 
students' learning experience. Instant messaging, gaming, emailing, and surfing the web 
are distractions to the student, the surrounding students, and the instructor and constitute 
inappropriate behavior. Students are ethically obliged to avoid these and similar 
practices. 

External Storage Requirement: Students are required to supply their own external 
storage (ie., SD card, external hard drive, etc.)  See Course Canvas page for instructor’s 
directive for your course.  Memory cards are NOT supplied with cameras and video 
equipment. 

 


